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Megapress MK3

roll on, roll off container

Versatile and effective

Easy and safe

The PRESTO Megapress can be used with large amounts
of recycled material, cardboard, pallets, furniture and
other types of dry, bulky material.

Reliable function and user-friendliness go without saying
for the PRESTO Megapress MK3 products. Not only in
operation, but also in
terms of integration into the working environment.

A compactor that is firmly connected to the container
compacts the material effectively.

The use of a Megapress does not require any special
construction work. An electrical power supply is all that
is necessary for putting it into service.

Carefree disposal

Tailored for customer needs

The reuse of recycling material or disposal of waste is an
important task in the business activities of many
companies.

No matter how many kinds of dry materials are being
generated and to be disposed, PRESTO Megapress
mobile compactors can be used.

Our long-standing experience in environmental
technology, most modern development and production
methods allow us to manufacture products which our
customers use as a functional and cost- efficient link in
the chain of recycling material compaction and disposal.

A large choice of accessories allows us to meet most of
the customer's specific requirements.
Talk to us!

Features and benefits
The particularly low feeding opening (1.120 mm)
and large filling chamber (5 m³) allows a light,
user-friendly filling.

Due to the side-operated central locking, the safe
and fast opening of the emptying door is
guaranteed.

Large, double-leaf service doors allow an
accessible, uncomplicated maintenance.

The expanding roof ensures easy emptying.

Hydraulic and electrical parts do not come into
contact with waste, and thus enable a simple and
safe handling of the cleaning and
low-maintenance pendulum press.

The rib-free structure offers you large advertising
space.

Guaranteed powerful performance
The wear-resistant press chamber and the resistant press
plate with 50 tons pressing force compact effectively and
securely even the toughest materials.
Another advantage is the stable corner profiles and the
robust container body.

Handling of the PRESTO Megapress is easy, a foundation
is not required, and the unit can be put into service
immediately.
Of course our paints are lead- and chromium-free and
you can select the colour of your choice.
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Megapress MK3

m³

26

28

Length (L)

mm

6795

7150

Width (B)

mm

2440

2440

Space required (S)

mm

8130

8500

Height (H)

mm

2650

2650

Filling height

mm

1120

1120

Feeding opening (lxb)

mm

1815 x 2190

1815 x 2190

Volume

Feeding volume, max.

m³

5,0

5,0

Compaction force

kN

500

500

Cycle time
Machine weight
Motor power rating
Electrical power supply

S

60

60

kg

6200

6600

kW

5,5

5,5
3 L / N / PE; 400 V, 50 Hz
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